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looking forward to that
San Jose State." said Dud 1,,. ,,,...,, ,,,,,wh of next sea., 0 , fo,,11)0II squall. in an inter\ ic, last niulit uilli a Times repr:rb:r. "I get a great ’kiek’ (tut
of tooth:di. I like to lit. will) 111..
fellows, play with thou.:Intl teach
them all I can about the game. I
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Flashing a surprise attack that ’
swept the ground from under no. I
feet td. the ittent ic.litt or ii,,,,,,,I.,
N. Linti .,,,, tiow.ed iittwthe.p.

111

boarded the
faithful automobiles (awl whal
would a Iiikging tItilt lie without
its aullintobilt.s2i.
’file school
truck, too, v. as called into ser
%lee Ira’ Ille tatting.
Upon their arrival at :Mission
San Jose, Leona. Lawry, assisted
bY Student II...IN President John
’. liorliing
"nlY Iasi week
hands
with
Governor
Janie,
1.(I the pedestrians
to the top of the hill.
The tot’ of the hill. I’s the was.
h...1 thr good silo, to be located
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fell thal the
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pre, ailed.
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Crawford has phis 01 on proles.
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New Mentor Won State and Rocky Mountain Titles
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Menlo in 1930, Despite Small Attendance
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Surprise Attack

1... iiig a nickel 1..).41). pie
elitist. a cup of c()ffee from II,.
fire tenders. As all the hikers ,11,
subject to the element’s,
nim.
often the inclemency, of th.
weather, the spirits of the paid
svere somewhat taxed Its tlie col,’
dreariness of the (lay. But th
friendly fire soon brought
friendly feeling to the group .
friends and the animosity of no
weather was unsuccessful In I:
attack on the holiday mood id
club.

I.ong Way Home
Unfortunately the time %ie.:.
came for the return trip and thy
fatigue of the marehers on their
arrival at the patient automobiles
bore mule evidence that five and
five are len (miles) even on Sun.
day. The group, beaded by NIL
nlijnsen. still assisted by John
iteiting. returned to the college
about four o’clock Sunday afterweal. .1,11iis article concludes it self the reader is advised to look
at the pictures of the expiilition
III 1111. COM’ in the library. That is,
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ir the tirseness or this
.,rticle holds him from realizing
that there is a Hiking Club, and
drat last Sunday it did go to Nlission Son Jose and actually as.
eroded the nearest. highest peak.
I-:n passant, and seriously, ;tennis Campfire of Course
sion of the ranchers I.) traverse
.1rri ing :it their goal, the clui) the fields which lay between the
soon
had
a campfire going. road and the mountain was oh lunches were unpacked and ans- Mined by George Lawrs.
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eirlicagerrits manner,
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mountain in the vieinity.
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libelled 1.s
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was kind tomintli to ignore his
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the Three Seasons to Come
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lhe new officers of San JOSI. I’laerr. are: Center, !Nth NIontgomery. 19:12 La 1,,rii.
air at 19:30 Mond
President; standing. Jim Fitzgerald, %ice l’resident; Adele will he the first
,
%done, Secretary; Carl Palmer. Treasurer; Hugh Gillis. Coach: hiika.
Kathryn gaps. Historian; John French. Rearesentative-m-Larg...i
Jim Fitzgerald Was fleeted vier Arerial meeting, al which Jim ,
president of San Jose Players on (levied.
Ruth NIontgomery President
the second ballot at the special
’lath Monlgorners, who I,
meeting called for re -elections
I been rive president of Players
w,.,1,,,,i,,,. no,,,i.
past quarter, was elected pl:
Ili bad been nominated from dent, and .1dele NIelinie. assist,.
the lloor (luring I he tIts-tions held ...Mot of the La Torre, was rivet the previous evening. and had NI secretary (if the State College
Dramatics organization.
proved the greatest upset of the
Kathryn F.pps. who appeared
elislion by leading the two other
for the first lime for San Jose
eandidales, Huth Sandkulde and
Players in "Scrap of Paper," and
Dick Glyer, on the first ballot, who is now rehearsing for "ItoIn
nialotity.
IPA
recrise
men and Juliet," was chosen hisbill dill
three later ballots Jim Fitzgerald lorian.
lied.
The voting for representatives ere
and Ruth Sandkulile
making it apressary to call the at -large. found a combination of
old and new. Dick Sandirs. who
had onls. been initiated four days
in favor of granting him a schol
arship, but this principti of sneak- previous to the election. was chosen to officiate with John French,
ing about offering motto ill play an old member who has been acters is one to which I 11111
"I believe 111111 ive for three years,
oppoSell." Ile said.
’The new officers are to meet
and Iluit
football is n game.
with the old ex -hoard Ntarch
.
to be S11."
i loll I I I Cr inlinric
acromplisheil and will then outline the ambiti.
De Grout hi an
and likeable man, and will most oils ptogram for San Jose Play
school
certainly be popular among Stale, ers for the rest of the
’ year.
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Ni)x,
Ann Harding
Ruth Wele Roberts, who mild
dance at the Minden’ Half Hours
program ,hich oill be held to -1
day.
The Musical Half Hours pro
grams are sponsored each Friday
with the intention of gising stu
denim a shim period of relaxation
after a sseek of hard work.
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"1 may not agree with a thing that you sa>, but I will tight to
the death fur >our right to say it."Vultaire.
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WHO’S WHO

aMoNG THE Sit DENTS

THE MOVING FINGER I
Aceortling to Attorney S. F.
Ifolstein, the red-headed girl is
the baby to marry. And Attorney Holstein ought to know, because he is the divoreingest of all
the lawyers at the local superior

NotrTbii colonno is perfume’ beimeem
be Presides* sod the college. Outfacri
re regard,/ 1001
teal it so, to woke
day sad et dm ma/MM.

Noticed a good
court.
many
seminars
Ile says that blondes are not
in secluded spots
particularly affectionate and that
last week. Examthey are faster on the divorce
inations. In spite
than the litions or lite brunettes.
of the courageOf course, there are some good
ous ones who
asadIdl Mason
blondes.
say,
"I
never
DR. T. W. Moot/CARRIE
LEON WARMER study before ex
KATHERINE HOMES
The brunette is a problem, he
a in s ,"
CARL PALMER
there’s
believes. (Having had a succesBOB LOKZN good reason to believe that a re
TELF.PHONE BALLARD MS
B USINESS MANAGER
of them I arn willing to back
iew brings better grades. (If it’s
Among the leaders of Stateision
up his statement.) She’s an imDR. CARL HOLLIDAY grades you waiit.)
Moretti, Adviser
College activities is one who may
provement over the blonde be
Got to keep our heads in these be easily recognized by his breezy
cause she is more likely to marry
seminars, however. Had an awful personality and genial good humPublished regularly every Friday during the college war by Assoalatad
and stay married. But if she gets
Staddate of Ssn Jose Stat. Conan.
lesson once myself. We had been or. Carl Palmer’s first job al San
all worked up she dosen’t believe
F....end as Second-Class Matter at the San Jaw. Collfornia.. Poetoffice. Mob. IS. ISIS
required to turn in a lot of maps, Jose State was that of assistant
in forgiving, and she never forand in our seminar, one young yell leader of the Freshman class.
gets.
Pero of Wright.Eley Co.. 19 N. Second St.. San Jose. California.
lady, quite attractive she WaS. too,
Even during his first year in
bemoaned the fact that she had college, l’almer was a hard workBut the red -head! Oy, oy. She’s
been unable to make the maps. er. His efforts were appreciated
passionate. She develops quick
Feared an
or at best a D. She and recognized when Carl was
holes anti loves. But when trouwas looking for a sucker. I bit chosen assistant eltairman of soble comes she sticks by her man
1 and offered to help. She made an cial affairs of the Freshman class.
and doesn’t walk out on hirn. In
A, I. a B.
So you see I really
Players, Palmer
of
member
As
a
All
opinion.
of
expression
for
reserved
is
The column
litnes of stress, unlike the flighty
took part in "Lady Windermere’s
conununications should be typewritten or written in a clear hand could draw maps when I tried.
blonde or undependable brunette,
o
protection
For
the
length.
in
Had
words
plays,
several
fine
visits
with
250
exceed
and should not
Fan," in a series of one-act
head to think with.
the editor and the Times all letters must be signed, although at th forward looking students this and was elected treasurer of the she uses her
Well, guys, if you want the
request of the writer, only the initials will be printed.
past
week.
There’s
a
lot
capacity
of
real
’which
in
organization,
As a general rule all communications will be printed, althougl
ideal girl friend you might start
he has servetl most faithfully.
the editor reserves the right to suppress any communication when thinking done on this campus.
making tracks for the La Torre
Hope the day may come when
he deems it in the best interest of the College anti the Associated
Carl is also at present serving office and Adele Melone. If the
Students.
we can have a school of politics. as assistant student body yell
crush is too great and there’s
I don’t mean acailemic politics, I leader.
some room in the Thnes office, try
Many students are wondering’,
mean practical politics. Quite evSophomore
Beginning
his
to ogle Robin Hannibal.
whv Washington’s birthday will is one of the vitaizing "interest idently the successful politician year,
elected
Palmer
was
this year be celebrated in State creators" on the campus.
has a technique not acquired in chairman of student affairs, and
Now, I do believe I’ll get hold
Arian I thank you.
classrooms, rather than in the apthe schools. We hear criticisms of has sponsored many successful
Sincerely,
I
proved traditional manner.
his methods, but the colleges don’t dances. He WIIS chairtnan of bids of a rich platinum blonde, inners’
HOWARD NELSON.
must admit the reason is far too
do much to improve them. Stu- committee for the Sophomore her when she’s under the influence of liquor, fight, and get a
President San Jose Players. dents should take a larger part in
abstruse for nte.
cotillion.
divorce on the grounds of lack
44
political life. If the present politIt may be that we are outgrov..of support. Then I’ll live in single
ical system is wrong we should
ing such time-honored customs, a
-e
laziness on her alimony for the
do something to change it. Would
and feel that our advanced culture
rest of my life.
certainly do no harm to study the
makes proof against such patri’
whole situation, and send out into
otic demonstrations. Or, again, it
"No, not tonight, Jimmie. I’m
It is such a pretty picturea
public life young men and women sorry, but I’ve simply got to study
may be we are endeavoring to esbetween two
hammock
slung
who know practical politics as
tablish a tradition at State, one
for a quizz in Physiog. Oh, it’s
not falling under the opprobrium
That red heads make the best well as the underlying principles awful stuff! Yes ... Well, thanks trees on the slope of a gentle hill
or in a green valley, that I can
uf having seen prior use in some wives Is the firm opinion of At- of good government.
for calling. Bye, bye."
almost forget those blue cartls
Mr. Matthews, of the Music De...ther college. In that event let us
"Who’s
the
rejected
one,
tornev S. F. Holstein, prominent
f:tte, disguised as faculty. dealt
partment, and Miss Graham, in
hope our tradition remains purely
Ftoomie?"
young San Jose lawyer. Of course Commerce,
me.
have sent me copies of
local.
"Jim! Of all night to phone me
he qualifies the statement some ’
It is difficult to understand wh> , what by saying he doesn’t mean their new publications. How they for a (late. I wish I’d have gone.
Stock market values increased
we have chosen the year 1932 to . that a blonde or a brunette ever got the time to write, I don’t He’ll probably never give me a
in one day.
dollars
flve
billion
begin our rennovation of beliefs doesn’t necessarily make a good know, but here they are. Con- break again."
Some brilliant financial writer
patriotic. In !ht. past we have al- wife. his reasons being that his gratulations to both.
"Oh they alvarys come back for
figured out that the wealth of the
A number of overworked stuways been susceptible to a boll- ,,,ire is not red-headed and that
more, Cleo! You big idiot, don’t
nation had increased )340 for evday on the birthday of the man many of his clients are blondes dents have come up for attention sit there and moan, Bobs. You
ery man, woman, and brat in the
recently. Thought of ruling that
whose Milne our campus bears. and brunettes.
We’ve
know we’re both sunk.
U. S.
students who are earning their
But now. on the day marking the
they’ll
But, having made a study of dis- way must take lighter programs. got to study tonight or
I have been w:iiting for my
wives who have
opening of the bi.centennial vele- rosith,h, or
have to hake room for us back
check. but apparently it was deHard to get at the facts, howtrration. the greatest commemora- "
in the old home time."
come to him to sue their hu ;- ever. One of those place where
layed in the mail. Maybe, being
tion yet paid a morta, San Jose
"Yeah, I always could study
bands for divorce and those who the biggest liar wins. Largely up
a man in years and brattish in
,
best on Sunday nights. Hand me
mentality the Stock Exchange or
Slate will PaY "mage with ciass. are named as defendants by irate to the students themselves.
A
room drudgery.
that
pen,
please."
.
.
.
husbands. he ntaintains that if a full college load is intended to be
the Financial Writer will send me
Silence. or ten minutes not a
Oh, yeS. We shall have a pro- man would marry successfully a day’s
twice as much.
work for anyone.
If il
sound was heard. Then, "Gee, did
gram. An assembly. Quite fit- piek out a red-headed girl. Hot- isn’t. we’ll make it
so. It’s most
you notice Jean’s hat in church
ang. perhaps. but to me an ana- stein says about red heads:
After all, taking everything into
unlikely that you can carry a full
this morning? It’s one of the new
,.
hronism. It will appear rather
They are tnore passionate. college load, doing good, honest spring stylesvainder why she consideration. we are citizens of a
grange, hearing the praises of
ey
glorious
land. Five million men
are quicker to develop work. if you have to earn your got her hat early?"
n
Kashington in the auditorium.
may be out of work. There may
hates and likes. But they are. living at the same time. If you
.
or
two
"Well,
she
usually
has
tnd then repairing to class. Mere
with all this, more apt to be rea- re able to earn your way here. three hats each season, you know. be twenty million more who are
o read about him in our histors
sonable in real crises, and much vhat’s the hurry? SIOW up, and The way that girl dresses! Her just able to keep even. And a lot
moks. Again. I saY. a fining "linmore likely to stick with the ship . ive. Your collee days should N hat was sv:anky. I’ll admit. but I of college students are going hunnernoration!
gry in order to be able to educate
in the storms which sweep over . ome beautiful memories. not hate blue on her."
themselves.
EUGENE 1.. BENDIER.
the seas of matrimony. In plain 1 ightmares.
"Did you ever take this dumb
But when ,sou think of those
Glad it’s a science building
words. they are more apt to stay
stuff? What’s the Plolornaic theflnaciers gathering glorious pro.
4r. Hale Vagts.
married than their brunette or I hat’s making all the noise for the ory, anyhow?"
fits, you realize that your sacri! dunce people these days. Those
!..(litor State College Times.
blonde sisters."
"Gosh no, where in the world
fice has not been in vain. The
4*,) Jaw M.O.’ T"dellers (Akar.
Which
statement
certainly I ower shovels are terrible, but is this mountain range? N’hat 1
Fortunate Few are once more
;an Jose, Gail
should tnake the red-headed wo- I ni sure it’s all music to the ears can’t do to geography!"
Let us
wallowing in wealth.
tear Mr. Vagts:
men feel eneouraged. And in case ’ rf one Dr. Peterson.
Another interval ... After five
minutes the doorbell.
Through an oversight Ho men- You :are interested in the Ifoistein
"Who can that be? Are you
ion %, a, Made i II the AltIlltrii But. opinion OF blondes and brunettes. I
expecting someone?"
tin, just published, of the fact here they are:
are you?"
"No,
hat t!ie two rats of the interior
"Blondes," he declares, "are
"Guess I’ll see who it i.s"
f the new- gromasiuni were used quirk to decide, whether right or
"It’s Bud and Ray. 1,Vant us to
trough the t’otirtesy of the Times; wrong. They make up their
New Haven. Conn.Prof. WO1st, that the kindness of La Torre minds, and stick by their opini- 1 iam Lyon Phelps of Yale Univer- go to the show."
"Didn’t you tell them we had
lade the cover cut available. We ons. and it takes deal of argu- , ity. famous lecturer and critical
dsh to express our appreciation omit and persuasion to change , Titer, has chosen the following to study?"
"Yes, did. but you know Bud. Dear Casanu%a:
14 . both publications for their kind their minds
in either direction. i s the best books of 1931:
He thinks I’m kidding. Ray wants
Blondes are not partieularly afssistance and rooperation.
This is. I am afraid, a confesShadows on the Bock, bY Willa
to
see you he said."
, feetionate, and they are much 1 :other.
Sincerely,
"Gee, I look awful! Tell them sion. I like detective stories. I
(Mrs.) Lucy Harrison Chaney. quicker to jump the traces of
The Good Earth, by Pearl S.
I want to finish this chapter like them just for light reading
Editor, Alumni Bulletin. matrimonial harness than either i luck.
while I make up a little. I’ll be outside of school time. Ilowever,
. brunettes or red -heads."
The Grass Roof, by Younghill right ord.
We mustn’t weaken I have exhausted the entire supThe brunette is a problem, Hol. 1 ang
i
elitor The Times:
now. Remember we’ve got to ply that I now have on hand. I
stein believes. but she is much
All
Passion
Spent.
by
V.
M.
I want to take this means of
study."
don’t care for these cheap stories,
likely to marry and stay ! ackville-West.
xpressing to vou and your staff I amee
"O. K. Pol."
but 110011 high class detertive
married than the blonde. Ile
The Lady Who Came to Stay,
rrty sincere appreciation for your.
Four hours later on the back stories concerting around Scotplaces her as second choice of I
liobin E. Spenrer.
pirit of cooperation which was’
porch .
land Yard, the New York Stale
women to marry. Once aroused,
Mary’s Neck, by Booth Toningxtended to San Jose Players pre -1
"Gee, that was
swell show." Troopers, etc. Can you suggest
the average brunettes are more I on.
eding and during our Alumni
got something for me to read.
"Heavens, it’s 1:30we’ve
likely to have sincerity of purMaid in Waiting, by John Galsroduction, "Outward Bound." I
to hurry. At thia point my ex.
As ever,
pose. and they are usually harder rorthy.
a m certain that a share of its sue- ,
begins to worry me."
FINNY.
to convince of the advisability of
American
Beauty,
by
Edna
Feress is due the Times for its gen
"Well, don’t study too hard. Dear Finny:
the "forgive rind forget" policy.
e
roux allotment of page space.j
girls."
Your confession is no confesUnfinished Business, by John
Well, girls, what do you think
S ometrine has Said that !school I
"Good n ight I"
sion; I am quite sure that you are
Erskine.
pirit at Stale is dying. but when1 of this analysis?
"Good night."
just a little more truthful than
4,_____.
Westward Passage. by Margaret
"Gee, I’m so sleepyand sim- most people, though I assure you
kyer Barnes.
The library is anxious to pur.
ply must read these four chap- I can see no harm in good detecchase the booklet used in Dr.
ters. This course is driving Me tive stories. In fact, 1 recommend
"The student teaching hand. mad. Why didn’t we slay home as interesting reading the len
Freeland’s principals of education
volumnes of "The World’s Beat
class, entitled "Ethics in the book" is now revised, and is on tonight?"
.... ...... ......., ..
ale in the Co-op.
._. . ,
.
Teaching Profession."
This hand "That’s what I say! Well. I’m 100 Detective Stories" published
by Funk and Wagnalls.
tors
is
one
now."
a
nf the greatest exThe book, which wax on sale in rook. the 1932 edition, is a very going to study
In these volumes you will find
onents of advancement of school the Co-op, is no longer %old, so if Amble book for all in the gen
1:45 . . . "Oh, I can’t stand
OM that Fon Jose State can the library ran get ropies to bind, . ral elementary and kindergarten it another minute. I’m an sleepy. stories centered around actual
Guess I’ll study in the morning. cases happening in nearly everY
.
.
country on the globe. However,
interest such as that, someone has Further information may be haul quired, later on, to buy this book: Good night."
unless vou are unaffected by
%trident% are urged to buy now.
"Me too! Good night."
overlooked the fact that the Titnes from Miss Root* in the library.
Deere, Edith
oWM,. Peen
Dawn. Al
Lawry. Glad,.
h en.. Constence

Editorial Assiatent
Hannibal. Robin
Itanberry. F
d
McLean. Clifford
Steffens. Robert
Heat. Milton

Rhodes. Adah Mae
Ulrici. Harald
Berman. Lawrence
Vickers. Thelma

Dear Editor: "Now I Think---ll

KdHeads Prove To
Be the Best Wives

" And ’They Studied"

r

ow May Best Books
of 1931 Have You Read?

Current Comment

San Jose, California, Friday, FehrUary l’1, 1932

HO’S WHO

I

AMONG THE FACULTY

.1

Al

The Irish are getting into tlit
headlines these days with their
Just a
fierce political bottles.
case of the saying "more people
killed" coming true. We’ll soon
need more than the League of
Nations to take care of the
world’s fights.
Canada is having her troubles
An unemployed workman
too.
Richard
Sir
Premier
seized
Suires’ pipe out of his mouth the
other day and smoked it himself.
The next thing will probably be
ripping clothes ofT someone’s hack
and wearing them.
If it may not be considered too
hold, here is a little advice to the
profs about exams:
IRONY
Iln very free verse)
Though Lincoln didn’t jazz it up
He did emancipate.
lie liked to spend a holiday
Using worins us bait
And if he should exist today
With all those Indian braves
He’d free us from our mid -terms
Like he freed the slaves.
With so much war going on
Congress is more or less in the
background these days. Perhaps
it is for the best.
Which reminds us that Andrew
W. Mellon has been taking it on
the nose (luring the past month.
With impeachment seemingly in
the offiing he resigned his post as
secretary of the treasury and accepted the ambassadorship to the
Court of St. James. Not that it
means anything, but we were just
wondering.

of
’of

of

JAY C. ELDER

urCirhase

"Donner antl
the M. C., brushil.
Dr. Jay C. Elder, who is the
tigogv
dean of the lower division and
his arms as he I I.:
Junior College at Sun Jose State,
shattered pane.
took his Doctor’s degree at the
disintegrate that
:11:.ad!" I
afterTicCaifornia,
of
University
right about faced , d:sherl
ing his A. B. and M. A. at the University of Nebraska. Ile then took reporters’ haven
additional work at Stanford, Cali- find "LilY." tite I ,’
fornia. and the University of the already t1.1.
Nebraksa. He had a fellowship staff, perched v..
in Zoology at the University of rier spring of au
In 1910 he became built, looking
Nebraska.
head of the department of Biolog- jured but vers ,
ical Sciences at San Jose High
School. Ile held this position un- si’’’’nDlt." grunted
INIgn di*
til 1921, when he heCEIMC a mem- edly, "I might I.:
.
ber of the faculty at San Jose you. Sap! G..
State.
"Oh, I’m it.
Dr. Elder is a very noted an Lily, sweetly.
thropologist, and has made num"You’re not?"
I
erous tripse to Europe and the Man, grabbing
Orient in pursuit of his studies
in this ine. Ile just returned last v.tiliethreOunre (hfrint(lh,’;.:1:1
Year from a trip to China, Africa, neck with a !mg..,
and Borneo.
yoo,ntorny.itn!rg sttornt,(,.1,I
However, he has not buried
himself in his pedagogical vvork. "Don’t kill me and
I’ll tell
He is and has been one of the kn.o.Nwolt"
most prominent members of the
much!"
San Jose Chamber of Commerce.
that
Kerchan walks tip 1.1 dusvn
streets of Fresn,
rv day
a moon-faced
liangIng
Glimpses of the music building his shoulder?"
... sometime last week: (or nitly..\1!’.n’the7411
be the week before.) ... Hain ...
Students correcting themes before yo.u.orev,,g,ohmogval:.:111

al
sI

st
.’e
Ie

um,
s
a
sun
the

th

Id
h

at
. c
rei

A Discord in B Flat

This windy weather is getting
to be a nuisance. Among other
things, students having classes in
the old training building often
fear for their lives, for it seems
as though it (the building, of
course) would blow away. Ex- eight o’clock music history . . .
cept for the loss of life it might Nine o’clock, still correcting ...
be a good thing.
Plans for several mpre made (luring harmony . . . Mr. Erlendson
And nnother thing this con- practicing as usual ... Ernie flx
weather has brought ing the phonograph .. . Mr. Matfounded
about is a few colds. We dedicate thews:
have a great deal to
the following to all those af- dohurry now." Mr. ()Berstein
flicted:
asked to sing tenor for harmony
class . . . embarrassed . . . Umbrellas reposing near the radiator
CONFESSION
. . . Students reposing near the
I feah like a wilding rose
umbrellas ... Still raining.
%Vitt iss awful bloomin’ nose.
Monday night ... orchestta
Upon one poin’ I’m firmly sole
Dere’s nodding worse’n’ a lousy Mr. ()Berstein indulged ... Fooled
everybody .
raised baton
.
cote.
everybody alert ... expectancy ..
Let it fall again ... liaised it ...
thank heaven that we live in a
more alertness ... let it fall (not
capitalistic country, where such
on the floori . . . somebody titthings is possible. Vie shall now
tered
. Mr. Otterstein’s eye
rise and sing a pious propaganda
rested on the clock ... Raised
song with appropriate flag wavbaton ... music ... Later ... sal
ing.
down heavily on first violins.
. Bassoon
Music Half Hours on Friday (Figure of speech.)
player . . . called upon to play,
norms are the most restful and
said bassoon was broken ... Exmind-soothing things on this campus. Dances, plays, and concerts hibited missing part that might
stimulate you. These quiet you. have come from anything ...
’Please don’t break noisily in at Conductor asked bassoonist why
the wrong tnoment and spoil the a comparatively new instrument
came apart so easily . .. Bassoon
peaceful mood.
player didn’t know ... Neither
did conductor ... Bassoon player
played bassoon....
And we don’t see why our mu
sic department ... or at least the
building ... Isn’t called a conservatory ... or conservatoire
or what have you ... Webster
says a conservatory is a public
institution that ... oh, well . .
dreams, I suggest that you do no look it up ... Proves the theory
... or contention....
read them before retiring.
Band practice Monday at three
CASA,NOVA.
o’clock ... F:verybody evacuates
the
ronservatory
Ntetal numDear Casanova:
You’ve traveled a lot. This bers on the doors rattle ... Sides
question should be easy. During of building bulge ... Four o’clock
this summer vacation I shall have ... deep silence.
Mr. ()Berstein may be seen inthree weeks to myself.
Where
shall go? I have seen practical- specting the work on the new
acoustical boards ... or sound rely all of California.
flectors ... in the auditorium ...
G. P.
They’re going to improve the reGo north, G. PI Go north!
Assuming that you’re monetarV ception of the orchestra music at
assistance is limited and that you the next coneert ...
probdrive a car I made the above ably improve the reception of evehmee. I would say go north to .rything on the stage, for that
Bellingham, Washington. There, matter....
if possible, leave your car and
make the remainder of the trip by This city is perhaps the most de.
foot. You will see a great deo) lightful in the
Northwest, and it is
more.
in the heart of forest country:
From Bellingham go north to niany lakes are present which inVancouver. You should see Van sure fine swimming
and fishing.
(-rower and the surrounding terthis part of the country on
ritory. It is
new city in a new foot too. Don’t miss the Bet:sellwest; it is the big commercial nrdt
Gardens.
center of that part of the country.
Make the return trip from VicReturn In Bellingham in lime to toria via Port Angeles and the
take the boat trip to Victoria. coast route.
Take your car with you, for you
Sincerely,
will need it on leaving Victoria.
CASANOVA.

no

more! Howard
teaching in En
Oakland!"
0;nWaieterrei.tIsse

a
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o
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ualpg.
relief, and in tt..
:Igr:inne..Sutton is

fflanatlintlmeignekliteinhge.

sh.oluVteadit.1.11yu.
sorority pledged ..
never been kissed.
tinting her. they f.,
a man, and descrik
to the entire grout..4
"Lousy!" was the r,t
floated faintly back
"It’s a good thing
like that can hat,
Jose State_.campu

(

s

Instructors Print
Bad "FfiN Passo
There have I-.,
Boners, More
More Boners- :
lag, obvioush
college exam.
in spite of it.
students
pet
breaks." The
which Colund..
fessors have t
current mid -tee,
pers. One butt..
tributed the foil
"Washington
elected first
United States."
And a student ..f ceche..
customs observed that "no"
people who live in manasterps
A request for the :mire
syllogisms brought this rot,
"No fassils can liot.
t.,,
ed love affairs. Os .1,ri
N
disappointed love
ters are fossils." Which pr.
I,
ed a marginal comment
prof.: "This syllosti.iii is
ded.1,,
because there can be
r

ters."
crowning
The
bY
came, however,
department exam. The slu
were asked to name three
In which the gnsators’ deaird.
And
men might be rotegd.
student replied:
"Wine, women, awl sail:,
The p ads are still
whether or not that ans,
a boner.
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"The Guardsmen" Heads’
General Electric Company Diana Wynyard English Actress
Columbia University Inventory System
orld Disarmament Conference Now
Program
at
the
Builds 200-1nch
Holding Lengthy Session; Seriousness
Plans New System Used by Department
Feels She Will Not Be Famous
Fox Mission
Telescope
Keynote
of
New
Be
To
Meeting
Seems
of State College
for Undergraduates
If She Must Be Indy Idiosyntric

Two of the outstanding plays of
A 200-inch !desolate is being
the early 1932 season come to the
built by the General Eleetrie Coin
all gos ern:Heins tan cheek
HENDERSON READS test
S1111 JOSI Fox West titans! theatres CREDIT AND COURSE HOURS GERTRUDE WITHERSPOON IS patty for the California Institut.
AUI KESS UNABLE TO DEcIDE
MENIBERS
the forces of militaristic imperial- for the week -end.
,
of Technology,
ADDRESS To
RESPONSIBLE FOR
ELIMINATED IN NEW
Ai the CaliforHOW TO BECOME
ism apparently set loose in the nia there will be Greta Garbo
OF GO( NI II.
multiply t111! WAN er of the human
SYSTEM
PLAN DERE
in
CF.NTRIC
"Slate Hari," yyhile
Orient.
eye that the moon will he brought
tile Mission
seriousness indicaOn the basis of the excellent will show Ann Harding in "PresCredit and course huuse elimThe inventory system used by within tv.senty-five niiles of the
ma drab
,,f hal*, 1),11,,
IleVaLINI. Shl 111111 flgUre 0111 any
lige."
laborious delibinated and emphasis placed on the Natural Science department at earns. ft Will alS0 !Italie visible
draft treaty in.ovided for the conof months of
stars 90,000 times as faint us the honor society of State. were ini- was to bi- eccentric like AmeriWorld
The dangerous IJUI glamorous seminars and directed reading:
Loa lying ahead, the
ference
which
Jose
and
Sun
College,
State
after
years
of (mreful life of
people, laiaria \Vs:icorneye can see and reveal, it is esti- tialed February 10, at sin impresthe notorious World War this is to be the plan on which
ornament Conferent
preparation, it is possible that
snot, English actreo,s,
worrii
Only the peesspy, Meta Hari, is portrayed in the new undergraduate teacher has been worked out by Miss mated, a billion anal a half new sive pledge
service
held
in
room,
iced sessions.
technical
limitation
or
reduction
lights,
’I los 2:i %.,le old
(vim
the picture at the California Sun- training institution of the Teach- Gertrude Witherspoon, secretary slurs. The lens are to be made of
, iif povrtrful camera
may
be
achieved.
161,
which
decorated
was
Too
very
much
hope
large
ay from Pieadilly
day. Greta Garbo and Hanlon ers College of Columbia tiniver- in Dr. Peterson’s office, has been quartz instead of glass, the use uf
microphones, of a
radio
should be avoided, hovvever, for
altrartively.
:dew!
representatives,
three
months
quartz
/11411,
overcoming some of the
in
Novarro have the leading roles, sity will be conducted next year, highly reconunended by the audpress
aber of
false optimism is dangerous. The
encountered
The following were pledged: be.t. e..,101,1 Mg v.114111.1. she eau
and the supporting east includes it wus recently announced.
with
iting office of the State of Cali- difficulties
ler ihe general public gave a solution of
European problems is
la
-bo
v.
the his.
ON,"
of
glass.
And
there
Genevieve
is
every
important.e
Allen,
reason
May
Armstrong,
surly
The major aim will be to make fornia.
outstanding weedy personalof the
in
in’
progress. With confronting the conference before ities as Lionel Barrymore, Lewis the pedagogue more of a person.
At the request of the State Aud- to believe that the power of the Alice Hall. Nellie Ball. Nlary
Iral event in
that of the Manchurian crisis, and
rtislfritis
as at the Counthe
Stone,
purpose being to train college itor. lir. S. N. Morse of the San telescope will ultimatels be in- than. Lilian Mutton, Gertrude finds
C.
Henry
inscrutable,
Gordon, Karen
is
rests
both
upon
the
ability
of
W. Yen
.001111111W: like
Morley, and Alec IS. Francis, to- students to become super-teach- Francisco State Teachers College, creased to the point vdicre the Hoehne, Elsie Bowden, Donna
meeting last FridaY, W.
land
France
Germany
to
agree
of
tlial.
iiitersie%, she stated;
Sato,
gether with a large group of ers instead of mediocre teachers, visited this college last week and question of life on Mars and Ven Bridges, Lester Brubaker, Nlary
Dina, and Naotake
concerning Central Europe and
Vt.] 1.\ It, I s
1111,11’e pit0of which there is an over-supply. looked over the inventory system us can be settled beyond dispute. I.ouise Carmichael, ’Virginia Clo
other players.
pre little sign of the sepast week. Miss armament status, and upon the
dint It I: \
V.:1111
High requirements is the catch. used here. Although he found it It’s getting to be , %ers small han, Edward De Fraga, Suzette 1/11. lit 10
The plot depicts the engrossing
e strain of the
willingness of the United States
Andre
world.
Gibson,
11Ielli
It)
bt
gl.tttltil
Bornburger,
,t1111’t ‘t.
Lorraine
l’ulter,
but those who qualify will spend nut entirely applicable to their
dley, Hugh
to cooperate fully in the settle- career of the fascinating Mate
were
Grandi
11111i1,
.111,t1Itt
ekt..
Eel
N,V,
1,11
zel
:11Gareelon,
Marjory
Dino
part
Crosby.
of their time in the shop, the method, Dr. Morse plans to use its
Hari, whose beauty anti glamour
dial and
by the eager ment of the complex issues in- as a
Ittt t) \NItIti
Berta Gray, Huth Green, Efilali
dancer enable her to win her factory, vvill go to the opera, to basic principles. He was exceeda easily recognied
volved.
0,11timily
tt
Hook. Virginia Horton, Mabel
rtalors.
way into the confidence of Allied an outdoor camp, will lie provided ingly interested in the application
This is literally. a race with
Hopkins, John Horning. Muriel Ir- 111..Ills
simnstatesman
I Ilk
officers and thus to foolish the with parties and daily contact of the method and conunended it
lrthur Henderson,
death.
The sole source of optimWill. George Hutchinson, Eleanor star drinks lim oiektmh-- I
a
enemy forces with strategic Will’ with philosophers. They will also highly.
put party or position, read
ism
rests
in
the
fact
that the 111,i11.
Jackson, Nfarjorie Johns, Eliza- her ginger alemil of a ,lifiliet
W111.11 she finally falls in study for a year abroad and do
hy keynote address with
In her ClIfIlpiii1.111 against war,
The system, which Miss Witherstatesmen of every country are
that leave
love. with eine of the many men social work in the homes of the spoon worked out with the aid ot Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, na- loth Jones, Anna Bell James. Olga \Vliere
’slight show of emotit. until
actually
conferring
in
a
desperate
collect
Thus an extraordinary Mr. E. S. Thompson, financial sec- tional chairman of the einiiiiiittie Laursen, Lois NIarie Melienzse.I Anil since she
whom she has betrayed it is too poor.
peroration. Declaring 1r.’at a
attempt to solve the disagreements
Lucile le.s’er, Elizabeth Mather. old hats. Iris nese’, been in the
late and she is forced to face a training in life experience as well retary, and Mr. Ralph Montoya, for the cause and cure a war
amount of work had already
threatening the downfall of civiHelen
Barbara
Nfoore.
Norris.’
fish
tIttc,11.1
drat’,
her
1920,
as
in
the
since
classroom
peace
will
be
given. upper division student here, is plans tra get a million signatures
liring squad.
a done for
lization. The solution of tht
labli
ith good Itiek
whirl] marks another step for- quite (.oinplicated. EYery piece of to a petition for Ilkill’111:11111111 Elizabeth Norris. Ernestine Priisummarized the establishment
"Nlala
Hari"
succeeds
"(7nion
and
ward in the trend of education equipment, both temporary and These petitions will later be seri body. Bober! Poole, Enez
World present anarchy can only be
the League and the
reached by gradual delegation taf Depot," the spectacular picture which has been gaining ground In
Ruth Sanders, Ida Sciotto, Edith --Axel!,
knot(’
permanent, is tabbed, the looney to Geneva for the tlis.irmainent
rt. the formation of regional
which
closes
Saturday
night
:it
sovereignty
to
a
central
governSnili, Dorothy- siti
and
tiro isna. the
thing. for
America.
ements for mutual security
with yellow numbers, and the lat- conference in Februars. Mrs.
the California.
ment
with
authority
art,
to
effect
Lillian
Marian
the
Sutherland,
cm:tinned:
the various disarmament con
ter with white ones. Supplies are Fred S. Bennett of Englewood, N
The
Mission
pacific
settlement
of
disputes.
1
pas
v.inclosed with a
"1.0.ir ftiony lairaimoi.
divided into departments, such as J., is chairman of the signature
Starring the lovely Ann HardThe pledge service, which we., di-rfill- sei
ding, 1,tit edi, so
I for the successful believe it is to American interest
physics, chemistry, biology, geol- COMMilte.e
ing, "Prestige," which conies to
a
preceded
se
rved
:is
tea.
a
I
b.
maid
at
niv
hotel
by
e intricate problem,: to lead tile way in this direction.
i
"Since the World WIll.
Students expecting to graduate ogy, and photography. As equipit st,,
hi,’
nference, and stated Financial entanglements across the Fox Mission Sunday, is laid in
er conferences have aellieved arm- :4cl-together and trel-acquitinte,d
comes
in,
it
Is
numbered
and
ment
the
inland
regions of Indo-China, in N1arch are advised to turn in
brief
I
.. ,I.. :1,1-1,.r. I
vans the disappoint - the Atlantic and the Pacific have
tabulated on cards, thus making ament reductions." said Mrs. lien as well. After the service, a
so thoroughly destroyed our polit- right in the heart of the jungle, their applications to the Regismeant, and
(.1..,
t of hopes throughout the
a cross-flle, in Dr. Peterson’s of- nett. "’FM. Washingtim confer social hour was enjoyed.
six
hundred
miles
from
trar’s
office
ical
the
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Speei.il Prices at

"Al.’s vs !tellable"
S. First ’a
San Jose
motels Pens
Propelling Pencils
Ite Composition Books
Binder Papers
ALL

1,ENT surruEs

PHONOGRAPH
HECORDS
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rill %sunder’
nnoves

Sed IL, err Erre
FOR BEET SHOE REPAIRING

If you cannot grow a beard. you can at least come out in
appropriate costume for the

"Cruet

a I alk It Over"

Dickerson Bros.
NOM

TYPEWRITERS

Spardi Gras

REPAIRED
RENTED
EXCHANGED

ON MARCH 4TH

Factory Distributors
ROYAL
CORONA
REMINGTON
UNDERWOOD
Portable Typewriters

at,

1

FRANCO’S
MARKET
I T’S

kiC b-4

sWoRTH

A

F INE

ISN’T

moNeY’S

rr, momeR!

71462
273 S. 1st St.
to Alfieri, an
Theatre
".. ........

The Times and Co-Op Store will give a Shaeffer Fountain Pen to the
Co-ed wearing the best costume in keeping with the annual event.
When Molly says, "I wish had
Her fond nape looks very sad
But he’s a good old sport, and so
When Moliy says the cr;ce is low,
What else is there ha, dad can say
Eacept a hearty, sralled -0 K."

ISecond-hand Typweriters from
$20 to $60
Terms as low as 111.50 per
%seek
1Office

Store Equipment Co.
I. I: III NII II

Telephone Ballard 8620
71.71 E. San Fernando
San Jose, Calif.

MEN!!
( AN

Ill

A Treat--Thick, Creamy
Milkshakes

10c

Beard
March 4, 1932
FOR Till.:

SPARDI GRAS?
THE TIMES WILL GIVE

San
Jose
Cream cry
149 South First St.
Ballard 68S

If You Want Something Different Try

FRANCO’S DOUGHNUTS
PLAIN OR WHOLE WHEAT

GROW A

BY

RING BOOKS

inch & Marshall
r.

s.

/

CO-EDS!

CORSAGES A SPEC’IALTY

00SE LEA v
It 1.111

/This repots gold foe free heels when
don with sour half mar

j

SAN JOSE

1,6
1)ADDY DEAR THERE
I
wANT
GoME.THil...1Cr
AT

$5.00
costume, accompanied by
To the woo sscarjaig the most appropriate
than one-quarter
any beard. the litifgest hair of which is not shorter
inch.

20e

Dozen
blade of the Finest IngredientsCooked

We
Give

:Z.tir
44. 4’ l

Green
Stamps

in (risco by Automatic Doughnut 51.ichino

TEN DEPARTMENTS
TO SERVE YOU

FRAN(03
MARKET -

5th and Santa Clara Sts., and 404 N. 13th

Open Sundays, Erenings and Holidays
’ntil Midnight
--E--77-44

AC:
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Spartans Will Meet Fresno Here
Tonight and Tomorrow Night
WILL HUBBARD, FORMER Intra-Mural Sports
INTRAMURAL GAMES FOR Capt. Hubbard Comments I Johnny Laznibat May Not Be in Shape to
osgpsETGARRooTTOARTEmPELAncot, Have Ten Reasons
TUESDAY ARE
Hay; Cec George Is Groomed; San Jose
TOUGH
for Organization
Needs Both Games; Jillopy Rea to Start It is r ......irtal that Bill Hubbard
Games for next Tuesday in the
Intro-Mural league:
North Court

Photo Finishing
FILMS IN BY 12 NOON
PRINTS OUT AT 5 P. M.

WEBBS
Photo Supply Store
86 South First Street
Exclusively Eliologrannin
2.7

Bud Hubbard. Football Capt.
Bud Hubbard. captain -elect of
the Spartan football squad, told a
!Time reporter recently, that in his
opinion a better coach cowl not
have been found than Dud De

SAM REITMA
TORWARD

Groot.
"I know several uf the fellows
whoo have been on teams th:it De
Groot has coached. and they ell
speak very highly of him and his
football coaching methods. The

California Chiropractic College
19ri
!Founded and Ch
Third Floor -Twohy Building San Jose
Offers to graduates of accredited high schools.
residence courses in Modern Chiropractic and Drugless Therapy. including :ill forms of Nlottern Electric
Thera peu tics - Ma n Tula ti ve Therapy. Dietetics,
Minor Surgery and Obstetrics.
Three and Four year courses leading to degrees:
Doctor of Chiropractic, and Drugless Physician.
Fully Accredited -Day and Evening Classes.
For further information. address the Registrar

Dr. A. E. Rowe
314 Twohy Boih

San Jose

A Perfect

-
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MAI DEN FOR/A

-

In this day of sheer textured frocks
and fitted lines, even the most perfectly proportioned of us must be
properly foundationed
... and
the most alert young moderns are
, finding in a Maiden Farm uplift and
\ girdle all they could desire in fowl!" doticnt. With Maiden Form’s skilful
moulding, even the most casual little
campus frock becomes a model of
smart trimness.. ond sleekly moulded formal gowns becomes studies
in rhythmic line.
Your foworits "alp* atop will be
plod to shows you Mooden Form
uplifts, girdles end porter Wt.
..,t)Fnl

Dept C
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By DOROTHY DECIIMAN

Though Coach McDonald I/US
livetl in Missouri, Kansas, Washington, Oregon, blabo, und even
in the l’hilippine Islands, "there is
no place like San Jose, California,
for me," he stated in a recent
interview.
Mr. McDonald was born in Missouri, but he moved to Kansas
when he smis une year old. "I
just couldn’t stand the climate,"
be sant. "Kansas wasn’t much

former star and captain of San Cat( II WALKER MAKES
or sTREssiNG
T
.lose State’s football team, will
Pi
I hird of thia series
GOOD SPORTSMANSH
take the place left by Dudley De
by Coach Mac about
Groot at :Menlo Junior College.
his teams will appear
1. To give opportunity fix
Hubbard left San Jose State
next Friday.
physical exercise to those inen
with the distinction of having not in the physical education probetter, but I survived the grass.
been one of the best athletes in the gram.
hoppers, the &omit*, the late
2. For recreation to the stu- spring frosts and cyclonest
records of the school. Ile excelled
dents.
havethem all there.’ It was here in
in basketball and track, to say
3. Fur social contacts with fel- central Kansas that 51ac went to
nothing of his enviable record in
low students.
grammar and high Se11001. and
football. Ile vrill have on exam4. To receive the benefits of later too Southwest Kansas College
ple to follow, for Dudley De competition in sports.
springtiehl. lie only stastal in
Groot, San Jose State’s new (wit5. For representing :in organ
it):
hal coach, has the reputation of ization in order to advertise
membership anol uphold its traditurning out chompionship teams
in the face of apparently insur- tions.
O. For unskilled, untrained
MOUntable obstacles.
Though
to enjoy sports on a fair
small, the Menlo Junior College men
competitive basis.
places great importance on its
7. For experience in playing in
athletics. It boasts as members
order to more fully appreciate the
of
its alumni such men as
varsity teams.
"Frenchy" La Combe, who is now
8. For the introduction and destarring for Stanford’s baskelliall
within
team; Harry Stark. a track man: velopment of new sports
school.
the
and "Bordit." Campbell. football
9. For the development of instar for Stanford.
terest and skill in sports that can
Students of State join in wishbe played after college dayS are
ing Bill Hubbard great success in
over.
his new venture.
10. For the development of
sports for interscholastic and inThere is always plenty. of time. tercollegiate competition.
President Voorhis of the New
Dr. E. E. Fre, science lecturer
York elections board. on his 102d
at New York University, says colbirthday.
lege research expenses coulol
’
The city is the tnost uncomfoi t- eut at least 75 per cent, without
able place in which to do nothing any loaol effects. It would home
in particular; you must either better planning of work. he aswork or be bored.k k Milne.
serts.

ono*

prospect for next year’s foothold
bill is slated fur this
A
team is one of the most favorable
in years. This year we were a week -end :it Coach McDonald’s
green team and as we only lose cottage on the corner of Fourth
one man, we will Loe veterans and San Carlos sreets, where the
next fall. All of the football men Spartans tangle with Fresno State
are pleased with the choice of the in two F. W. C. games on Friday
new coach, and are looking for- and Saturday nights. These games.
will be the last for the locals on
warol to %soiling under him."
the San Jose gym this season.
Fresno Dangerous
Chapel Hill.
C.Organiza(Continued from Page Onei
Any one with an idea to the ef
tion of a club for red-headed men
iii) Loese
h
..’....
weaknessoos
students had been contemplated fect that Fresno is a set-ut ) to meet changing eonstimptive de- monies. w
eliminated. the money and condi
this week at the University of should be very quietly shot. I mands.
North
Carolina.
Password: is true Fresno has not won a coon Sato then pointed out that en dence or the people woulol not be
"Fire!"
ference game this year. but it i s amendment to the Federal lie- ex Oohed.
also true that the Bulldogs havt serve Act of 1913 could easily be
Ile explained the machinations
forced every. team too extend itsel deffected to make the proposed of a central planning
board,
to the limit in order to put over ’centralization possible. Ile stated which would not dictate,
Nit
a
win.
Unless
San
Jose
has
ole- !that the Federal Reserve system merely suggest industrial
TRY OUR
policy.
citiedly snapped mit of her slump as it exists today is powerless to
Howard Gawthrop, second State
of last Saturday night, she is lia- adequately camtrol credit, inasspeaker. reiterated the argument
ble too find a fighting Bulldog tak- much as one-third of the counof his colleague in advocating
ing out a pretty good sized piece try’s banks tore not members of
correct use of the means at hand
of hide.
Ihe Federal Reserve, and these
now to prevent financial fluctua
Made of Real
Laznibat’s Ankle Weak
banks. in times of duress. supply
Hons. He brought out the further
Johnny Laznibars ankle is still each other with credit, thus obviargument that stricter banking
giving him trouble, and it is ating neeessity for a mill upon
ICE CREAM
laws, looking to a higher class of
doubtful whether or not he will the Reserve Banks. Ile contended
hanks, would prevent financial
he able to play the full game. that if all these banks were subpanics :Ind resultant paralysis of
The injured member was still jert to centralized contrrol, credit
lousiness.
swollen last night although John could, and would, be controlled.
State showeol well in rebuttal.
won’t admit it, the ankle is
His early bewilderment recor
quite sore. In case John is un- placed by consternation as he had Linn demonstrated that
reeled
Federal Reserve SYstem
able to play. Coach McDonald will listened to the proposals of the
mould
not
by
any
stretch
of
the
probably use Cm. George at the affirinative, lionald Linn essayed
guard position. George is a good the task of turning the tide by imagination be construed to mean
running tnate for Capt. Ozzie pointing out thal Pacific had tak- a plan of centralized control of
Kalas. and has had penty of VS - en a technical advantage oof the industry. Ile slashed away at the
proposed advisory council, saywiener. Cee looked good last wording of the question. Ile
arweek -end against the SAT1 Fran gued that the affirmative should ing it hail no teeth to carry out
cisco Teachers, and, besides be- propose some definite change in its suggestions, and would, there76 E. Santa Clara St.
ing able to handle the brill well, industrial control, explaining that fore. be impotent to control production.
Ile
citml
instances
is a good shoot from out on the the Federal Reserve System
voas where similar
devices had failml
court.
machinery already existent to
utterly
to
control
the
production
Rea at Center
control credit, and ns such was
of wheat and other agricultural
have nod eligible for use by the
"JilloPS" Bea seems
affirm- commodities.
di AT YOUR SERVICE!
He closed by statwon the starting position al cen- ative. Ile admitted there
are ing the present
administration has
ter from "Skinny" Mathiesen. Ilea great weakness inherent in
the taken the proper
steps leading lo
clicks with Olsen and Goodell. Feoleral Reserve System.
and pro. ectinomic
recovery..
and his p:oss work is better than posed that these evils
be eradi14 IL Elen Antonio St.
Gawthrop further showed the
either Smith or Mathiesen. Skinny cated by correct legal
procedure.
will probably trade off with Rea. But he
contended that such a inginicitacibility and impotency
of an advisory board. He argued
however. in tooth games.
change in the Federal Reserve
"Conveniently Situated"
Goodell. Olsen, Forwards
law did not constitute centralized that such a board would be a
greater menace than a help, and
Olsen and Goodell will open al control of Industry.
Ile argued
Books and Mtisic required
!: "State" always on hand the forward positions. Both boys that control through the Federal might easily make an incorrect
are stars. and should make it Reserve was the means favoreol prediction of wants, which. if folplenty hot for the Bulldog,
by the negative to combat over- lowed, would have ehnolic consespeculation and inflation of credit. quences.
The affirmative rested its ease
and conversely, depression.
I.inn then presented tho recent by justifying its use of the Fed380 WF,T
PIA ST
relief measures of the administra- eral Reserve System too control
tion nt Woishinglon as evidence industry, arguing that an amendthat conditions could be stabilized ment too the Federal Reserve law
without departing from our pres. MASI be interpreted lo fall under
ent econotnie system. Ile ex- the category of "legislation proplained the I fl W passed recently viding for centralized control of
to facilitate the flow of credit by industry."
MAKE THAT TUX LOOK LIKE NEW
reducing the large amount of re - .fr. Fenix repeated the dire
;1.m:11,16,f:17 isutAasnlitifmtlhlzeatsilininteso.1 corserve money required by t,,lito.odlti
serve Act of 1913. I.inn
arguing for use of the country’s
:Mr. Salo sumnunl tip the debate,
present machinery too eolith:it evils stating the negative
7th and San Carlos Sts
Across from School
had nareed
attendant to periods oof deflation.
the affirmative that control
Robert Fenix. the second Pa, iflo. oof eredit was
essential In econoGENTS
LADIES
speaker, argueol that striooler mot- inie rehabilitation,
last had di,Suits ........
Dresses ....$1.00 up
proyent suolo fen,’ in contending the affirmaup
’ evils as over-capitaliratioon. %vat- Ike did
Trousers
...... 40c
Coa ts
not have the right to in.
ered stock, fraudulent securities, elude
Sweaters
40c
Suits
such control in its plan for
and over-expansion of large craw control
of indulitrY

Double
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o
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Milk Shakes, Malt

Garden City
Creamery

CANELO MOTOR CO., INC.

GIILDLISGAR.Talk. SILTS
ArtinAt MI St./60.NA. Inet. on the Genum MAIDEN FORM Infs.!

BLUM’S
Silt IN() "MAIDEN FOliM"

Bandeau, $1 and $2
Step-in, $3.50 to $5.00.
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Both Teams Have Fine Delivery; Coach Harrington
Working To Prove Local Debaters

McKiernan Music Co.

Ale.int the
the shro-be!o......,ro
WOISI Frodis

efiory
L’Is Good Character Sketch

1

7 p. m.Tau Delta l’hi vs. Phi
Mu Alpha.
8 p. InCommerce Clulo vs.
Science Club.
9 p. m.Faculty vs. Stags.
South Court
p. m.Ovels Club vs. Spartan
Knights.
8 p. m.Stnte Cooliege Band vs.
!limbers.
9 p. tn.Industrial
Arts vs.
Radio Club.

Coach H. McDonald Interviewed

Sales

Service

COLLEGE CLEANERS

\\

hho

Now for a nice gentle game of basketball as it is a days. Pictured aboye is Coach H. C. Motion o
mates ready to do battle.

A

job masn’t
the college one year, however
cause there
perhaps by this lime he load had
ionly a small I o
enough of the grasshoppers
’
o basement. and
the climate; any% ay, lie moved to
in this tiny. olarl
Seattle, Washington, and worked
In play in the foo
in a print shop.
Purk. One y moo
It seems that Nlac had alysay , that job; so he
wanted to be Oil the coast; so. !bay to Berkeley
that part of it was alright. but he structing there I
didn’t like the forint shop. There !This WAS
ssas 110 outdoor work, and, as :Mac !closer to the l’oo
hail always been prominent in foornia. where loo
athletics, he disliked having to be work since he lo o
indoors.
Three years was about 1 Francisco.
all Ile could stand; so when his
:
I In the Fall
mother died, he went !tack to Donail entered
Kansas mil lived on the Lorin for i Teatimes’
ColleNo
a year.
land soon afterw
Evidently the Kansas climate
had nod changed; SO after a year,
Mae started out to the roast, but
he was offered a job as a physical
And if that :
instructor in Boise. Idaho. As this and
varied oo!
was just the kituf of
job lie had Nlissouri to h.00
always wanted, be took it and
down the cooast,
stayed there for seven years. ’rhis
pines: all the tito
was in 1910, and was the start of
men and having o
Mar’s physical education and
coaching career.
has been act tS’s e ikisnsn ’,hi ,)1.1,1.:11s.g",fin.
ively intereateil in it ever since.
During the time he wits in Boise, and turning mit !
Idalio, he attended summer school
inade State pi. ,
at Estes’ Park, Colorado).
that is (moll,
But again. Mac’s desire to be on
appear in next I
the coast took possession of him,
and lie moved this time too Alio 000 ,
Oregon. Here he was ofTer, .1
position of Y. SI. C. A. phy
.00
instructor. and soon after he had
started this work, United Slides
entered the war and Mae, though
he could not get into All officers’
training camp because of his famCincinnoili. 11
ily, continued his Y work in sol- for
higher shoe’
diers’ training camps. Ile trained affilet ions, expecial I
men during the rest of the war by the cominissic.
period, and found it very interest. the Assowiation oof
ing work. Working intensely
Trues, were. in sle
the training camp. he nevertheShorten the %,
less found time to continue his
?Wren games.
studies at 11)1. Oregon Agricultural
Eliminate pre -so
College, WIlleh WAS situated near
Ilan subsidizing
by.
Abolish recruit o
in 1909. in Seattle, Mrs. McDon- ling.
ald entered the picture. "And
Reduce matelot,
though my life -work has been en general faculty lo o
lirely with men and boys, tny
Return the sin,"
monsists of two girls."
management.
"Well, that is nice," said I. "Now
Abolish iloalgi!.
gyiortiv..a.n understand both !toys and
Eliminate train:.

RECOMMENDATIONS H)
COLLEGE ATHLETICS
CONSIDERED

"Oh. no," he replied quickls., "I
Scheolule only
don’t pretend to understand girl*. equal strength.
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